Stereotactic subcaudate tractotomy: Knight stood on 3 giants’ shoulders

TO THE EDITOR: I read with fascination Marchi and colleagues’ account of Geoffrey Knight’s development of stereotactic subcaudate tractotomy and commend its authors for their detailed explanation of both its anatomy and his scientific rationale (Marchi F, Vergani F, Chiavacci I, et al: Geoffrey Knight and his contribution to psychosurgery. J Neurosurg [epub ahead of print June 17, 2016. DOI: 10.3171/2016.3.JNS151756]). However, to isolate the man and his operation from key British stereotactic and functional neurosurgeons of that post-war era is to lobotomize the story of its richness. The contributions of a trio of his pioneering contemporaries should be mentioned. Firstly, Sir Hugh Cairns who established the Nuffield Department of Surgery at Oxford, where I trained. Secondly, Sir Wylie McKissock who founded neurosurgery at Atkinson Morley Hospital, now part of St. George’s Hospital in London, where I work. Finally, F. John Gillingham in Edinburgh, whom I came to know first as my patient and then as a friend and inspiration in his final years.

Rather than being first performed by Foltz and White in 1961 as the authors suggest, anterior cingulotomy, also known as dorsal or rostral cingulotomy, was first performed for the treatment of psychiatric disorders in 1948 in Oxford by Cairns, albeit freehand before the advent of stereotactic surgery. Cairns extirpated by craniotomy and interhemispheric approach the anterior 4 cm of supragenual cingulate gyrus (Brodmann’s Area 24). He published long-term outcomes from 24 of 29 treated patients with psychiatric disorders, showing improvements in many without detrimental changes in behavior and finding the treatment least effective in psychoses and most useful in “certain types of mental illness marked by obsessions, tension and anxiety, in which the basic personality is preserved.”

As with Knight’s subgenual cingulate region target, Cairns’ dorsal anterior cingulate target has also been vindicated by a vast scientific literature from animal models and human brain imaging implicating the structure as dysfunctional in most psychiatric disorders and also in chronic pain. A recent open-label clinical trial from our Oxford team has suggested that it is a novel target for deep brain stimulation in otherwise neuromodulation-refractory central pain.

Gillingham, with the Parisian neurosurgeon Gerard Guiot, pioneered awake, freehand pallidotomy for Parkinson’s disease in 1953, utilizing a subfrontal approach to the anterior perforated substance that interrupted the ansa lenticularis. He treated 1 patient in Edinburgh in 1955 and a second in 1957 and reported long-term improvements in tremor, rigidity, and quality of life. However, wishing to avoid the demanding subfrontal approach, he modified Guiot’s stereotactic parasagittal approach to an occipital one, developing the Guiot-Gillingham stereotactic apparatus in the process. In 1960 he published results from stereotactic “thermal electrocoagulation lesions of the globus pallidus, internal capsule and thalamus either separately or in combination” in a further 58 patients operated upon from 1957 to 1959. It is likely that Knight was audience to one of Gillingham’s many presentations of framed stereotactic lesioning via subfrontal, parasagittal, and occipital approaches, and he adopted Gillingham’s stereotactic subfrontal approach half a decade later for his first subcaudate tractotomy in 1961.

McKissock was born the same year as Knight and died at the same age. An assiduous British proponent of neurosurgery for psychiatric disorders, he favored a freehand approach to the frontal lobe from above. He described the rostral leukotomy in 1951 as a rejoinder to Freeman and Watt’s transorbital “ice-pick” leukotomy, which he considered to contravene “established aseptic surgical principles.” McKissock’s immense practice covering swathes of South England and Wales and his reputation for extraordinary surgical speed inculcated a peripatetic service visiting other hospitals with his surgical instrument set in his car, drawing parallels with Freeman. In 1961, Tooth and Newton reported that 10,365 leukotomies were performed in the United Kingdom between 1942 and 1954, and it has been suggested that McKissock alone may have performed one-quarter of these procedures. McKissock was less convinced by the merits of stereotactic over freehand approaches in reducing complications than Knight. The two presented their freehand outcomes back to back in 1959, by which time McKissock reported having performed nearly 3 times as many psychosurgeries as Knight.

It is therefore great testament to Knight that the Atkinson Morley neurosurgeon Alan Richardson—profoundly influenced by his mentor McKissock, as all around the great man were—developed a stereotactic approach for his psychiatric procedures. He combined Knight’s subcau-
date tractotomy with Foltz and White’s selective rostral cingulotomy to invent the procedure of limbic leukotomy in the early 1970s. Like Knight’s subcaudate tractotomy, Richardson’s limbic leukotomy continues to be performed in carefully selected cases refractory to medical treatment.

Gildenberg has suggested 4 tenets that characterize the field of functional neurosurgery: 1) the need to be innovative, 2) that functional neurosurgery is a science, 3) that functional neurosurgeons work as a community not in isolation, and 4) that there is also appreciation for the insight functional neurosurgeons work as a community not in isolation but within such a neurosurgical community, and the centers that these 3 British giants of neurosurgery founded continue to exemplify such principles.

Finally, the authors do not mention that most of Knight’s patients called him either “Professor Knight” or “Sir Geoffrey,” presumably because even though he was neither, he ought to have been. The myth that Knight was knighted has crossed the Atlantic and pervades functional neurosurgery folklore to this day. I witnessed a compelling lecture in April 2016 by G. Rees Cosgrove, at a masterful lesioning course deftly assembled as ever by raconteur Marwan Hariz, where subcaudate tractotomy was explained and several references made to “Sir Geoffrey.” I am sure that Professor Cosgrove, Professor Hariz, and the article’s senior author, Professor Ashkan, would agree that he ought to have been Professor Knight. Perhaps Sir Hugh and Sir Wylie might even have concurred that he should have been honored Sir Geoffrey.
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Response
We read with great interest the comments made by Pereira with regard to our original paper on the life of Geoffrey Knight and his contribution to the field of psychosurgery. It is fair to acknowledge the role that other prominent British neurosurgeons had before and along with Knight in developing new techniques for the surgical treatment of psychiatric disorders, and we agree that the contribution of giants such as Sir Hugh Cairns, John Gillingham, and Sir Wylie McKissock cannot be overemphasized. To that extent, the comment by Pereira stands as a useful and interesting complement to our article.

However, rather than recollecting the history of the birth and early stages of functional neurosurgery (and psychosurgery) in the United Kingdom, of which more exhaustive accounts have already been reported in the literature, the aim of our paper was to illustrate the individual contribution made by Knight in this particular field. As we stressed, his major contribution was in the pursuit of a less-invasive surgical procedure, in an effort to identify a more precise functional target while minimizing the risk of complications. We agree that on this regard his view was quite different from that of his contemporary McKissock, who preferred open surgery to a stereotactic approach. And again, the view of Knight was destined to be more influential in the following years, when stereotactic lesioning and then stereotactic deep brain stimulation (DBS) virtually replaced open surgery in functional neurosurgery.